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Jesus Christ has been the dominant figure in the history of western culture for two millennia and his birth the pivotal event of our calendar he is the focus of scripture as Luther declared the entire scripture deals only with Christ everywhere he is the heart of mission the message that countless Christians cross land and sea continents and cultures to deliver in masterly surveys John Stott looks at the New Testament witness at the way the church has portrayed Christ down through the centuries and at the influence Christ has had on individuals over the last two millennia finally turning to the Book of Revelation he asks what Jesus Christ should mean to us today here is the fruit of a lifetime of biblical study rigorous Christian thought and devotion to the person of Jesus Christ John Stott paints a picture of the incomparable Christ on a huge canvas he applies his incisive mind his commitment to scripture and his sense of awe at God's purpose in human history focusing with humility on the Jesus he knew and loved throughout his life the result is a rare combination of wisdom and inspiration Roy Mccloughry

Author J Oswald Sanders a lawyer turned 20th century missionary statesman follows Jesus from his pre existence to his earthly life and coming second advent throughout he upholds Jesus as the powerful and perfect savior of the world arguing against any who would diminish his uniqueness

Christ was human and Christ was divine the evidence of each is abundant and the necessity for both is obvious had he not been man he could not have sympathized with us had he not been God he could not have saved us W Graham Scroggie Following Jesus from pre existence through earthly life to second advent J Oswald Sanders devotional study spotlights the teachings and events that reveal Christ's dynamic uniqueness

Following Jesus from pre existence through earthly life to second advent J Oswald Sanders devotional study spotlights the teachings and events that reveal Christ's dynamic uniqueness back cover
everyone has something to say about Jesus sorting through the numerous books of recent years you may find yourself lost in a thicket of viewpoints some troubling to faith some puzzling to the intellect but John Stott one of the outstanding evangelical voices of the last half century offers in The Incomparable Christ an enriching vision of Jesus that defies measurement in this newly Americanized paperback edition Stott invites you to view Jesus from four perspectives the original Jesus how the New Testament witnesses to Jesus in the Gospels Acts and the letters the ecclesiastical Jesus how the church has presented Jesus historically from Justin Martyr Benedict and Anselm to Thomas à Kempis Martin Luther and Thomas Jefferson to Gustavo Gutiérrez N.T. Wright and the Edinburgh and Lausanne missionary confessions of the twentieth century the influential Jesus how people from St. Francis to Tolstoy from Gandhi to Roland Allen from Father Damien to William Wilberforce have taken inspiration from him the eternal Jesus how he continually challenges today’s men and women through ten visions from the book of Revelation this is the Jesus who is like no other worthy of your worship your confession and your obedience as you follow him into the future.

The Incomparable Jesus

no one has been like Jesus in all of history from his miraculous birth and unparalleled teachings to his resurrection and ascension into heaven this guide offers readers a deeper knowledge of the matchless king

The Incomparable Jesus

distilled from his personal experiences in teaching Jesus to the hard to reach this professional educator has produced a tender testament to the incomparable Jesus it describes a savior who walked with him through the halls of the county jail where he served as chaplain succoring those in need in this slim volume Palmer sensitively shares his understanding of what it means to know Jesus by doing his works he lists the qualities of divine character attested to by the apostles Peter and Paul and also those that Jesus revealed about himself in his masterful sermon on the mount particularly in the Beatitudes with reverence Palmer shares personal spiritual experiences that were life changing assurances of Jesus’s love for him a love poured out unstintingly in equally life changing blessings on prisoners whose crimes had not stopped short of sexual abuse and murder reading this book offers a deeper understanding of the savior’s mercy a stronger sense of his love and a deeper commitment to follow him.
The Incomparable Jesus
2005-01-01

depuis plus de deux mille ans jésus christ est la figure dominante de la culture occidentale et sa
naissance détermine notre calendrier sur lui se concentre l Écriture et comme luther l a déclaré l Écriture
tout entière est partout en relation avec le christ il est le coeur de toute action missionnaire et
quantité de chrétiens continuent de traverser terre et mer continents et cultures pour transmettre son
message john stott examine de façon magistrale le témoignage du nouveau testament et comment l Église a
dépeint le christ à travers les siècles ainsi que l influence du christ sur des individus depuis deux mille
ans enfin dans son étude du livre de l apocalypse john stott s interroge sur ce que jésus christ devrait
signifier pour nous aujourd hui il livre ici le fruit de toute une vie d étude de la bible de réflexion
chrétienne rigoureuse et d un profond attachement à la personne de jésus christ

Le Christ incomparable
2011-03-02

study scripture with john stott readers reactions to the book of revelation are remarkably varied some
christians are obsessed with it viewing it as a kind of secret history of the world and seeking the key to
decipher it other christians go to the opposite extreme of neglect they are mystified and even intimidated
by the unfamiliar so they ignore the book or give up reading it in despair the truth is that revelation is
a part of god s holy word and with a bit of help and sound interpretation it has much to offer to nurture
our spiritual lives john stott was one of the world s leading and most loved bible teachers and preachers
in this bible study guide you can explore scripture under his guidance enhancing your own in depth study
with insights gained from his years of immersion in god s word

The Incomparable Christ
1930

why should the cross an object of roman distaste and jewish disgust be the emblem of our worship and the
axiom of our faith and what does it mean for us today in this thoughtful comprehensive study of scripture
tradition and the modern world john r w stott brings you face to face with the centrality of the cross in
god s plan of redemption

Revelation
2020-06-02
study scripture with john stott the center of history the focus of scripture and the heart of christian mission is one unique person jesus christ this newly updated classic study guide is designed to help you explore the christ of the new testament through studying different aspects of christ revealed in the gospels and letters readers will discover him as the proper object of worship witness and hope the incomparable christ john stott was one of the world s leading and most loved bible teachers and preachers in this bible study guide you can explore scripture under his guidance enhancing your own in depth study with insights gained from his years of immersion in god s word

God's Incomparable Word
1978-07

no character stepping out on the platform of history can abide in the presence of the incomparable christ the most beloved of history the crown of the universe the fulfilment of divine life the savior of the world

The Cross of Christ
2012-11-29

whatever you think about jesus he is more incomparably more get to know this jesus by joining beloved author and bible teacher nancy demoss wolgemuth on a fifty day journey inspired by j oswald sanders classic volume the incomparable christ to explore his one of a kind story from heaven to earth from birth to death from resurrection to right this minute from before time to all time in these meditations you ll spend time reflecting on the person of christ his humanity divinity childhood adulthood and more you ll consider the work and words of christ and you ll contemplate his preexistence prayer life majestic silence anguish atoning work post resurrection ministry and promised second coming find in jesus fully god and fully man everything you will ever need he alone is able to save you to the end and understands you to the core able to forgive and befriend you challenge and change you this book can be used at any time of the year but serves as an ideal devotional companion for the season leading up to and immediately following easter as you walk through these days you will be reminded that there is no one else like jesus he is quite simply incomparable

The Incomparable Christ
2018-09-09

a lost book from j oswald sanders now re released with a beautiful new cover many true lovers of the lord are beset with a sense of inadequacy and failure in living the christian life as it ought to be lived they yearn to know christ better and serve him more worthily it is to such that this little volume is addressed j oswald sanders from the introduction j oswald sanders best known for his book spiritual leadership which
has sold over a million copies touched hundreds of thousands of lives in his lifetime and continues to
inspire christians today his books spiritual leadership spiritual maturity and the incomparable christ are
beloved and well read to this day but there are two of his books that readers haven t had access to in over
30 years cultivation of christian character is one of them it s a profound and challenging book for anyone
who earnestly wants to know god more sanders teaches you about spiritual struggle the healing power of
scripture and how to fight spiritual warfare victoriously but most of all he shows you how to give up your
self focus and take up a christ focus any christian who wants to grow will surely be benefited by this book

**Jesus Christ**

2020-06-02

discover what happens when common everyday folks encounter the incomparable christ meet minor players in
the bible who came face to face with jesus and accepted major roles here are only a few of the
unforgettable people whose stories have been tucked away in the pages of your bible a grateful leper cured
of leprosy the father of john the baptist one praying widow named anna a little boy with a little bread and
a few fishes the old man who held baby jesus through passionate storytelling scott hagan will introduce you
to simple folks with eternal legacies you will hear zacharias breathe a breath of awe feel simeon s heart
skip a beat hold martha s hand as she lays down the dirty plates and see jesus face through a child s eyes
you can experience each event with them realize how each seemingly little player in the scheme of his plan
was changed forever into an unforgettable hero in a god orchestrated moment of time as you read about how
jesus brought eternal significance to the lives of these obscure bible characters your own faith will soar
they listened responded and discovered life changing answers they discovered their need for him they
encountered his power and forgiveness they found their destiny in him with each response to god they became
history makers and now it s your turn this is the first book in the supporting cast trilogy by scott hagan

**Selfie with Jesus**

2020-03-10

knowledge is indispensable to christian life and service writes john stott if we do not use the mind which
god has given us we condemn ourselves to spiritual superficiality while christians have had a long heritage
of rigorous scholarship and careful thinking some circles still view the intellect with suspicion or even
as contradictory to christian faith and many non christians are quick to label christians as anti
intellectual and obscurantist but this need not be so in this classic introduction to christian thinking
john stott makes a forceful appeal for christian discipleship that engages the mind as well as the heart
Incomparable

2024-01-23

to become a fully devoted follower of Jesus Christ one must comprehend the complexity of his unique being this straightforward volume examines many facets of the life of Christ in a manner suitable for the average reader untrained in theology excellent resource for all who desire a greater appreciation

The Incomparable Christ

1915

how do Christians grow this book invites the reader to experience the title it is not just a how to volume but a be volume so write the editors of this rich resource on the spiritual life spiritual maturity is not a level of growth Christians achieve but the passion to press on in Christ in these chapters J Oswald Sanders explores the primary source of continual growth in three parts structured around the persons of the Trinity Sanders explores matters like how we should view God why our weakness is God's strength what it means that Christ prays for us how to live like an heir of the King the role of the spirit in a Christian's life spiritual maturity provides clear direction for those desiring to grow strong spiritually complete with scriptural principles for spiritual development and study questions at the end of the text this classic handbook is a timeless treasure includes a for reflections section making it an ideal resource for both individual and group study

Cultivation of Christian Character

2019-04-02

in this devotional yet highly instructive book Brian Johnston shares the most exalted theme that can engage our minds in any Bible study a heart warming profile of Jesus compiled from John's Gospel Philippians Colossians Hebrews and Revelation enjoy viewing him as the creator Christ the eternal Christ the sacrificed Christ the worshipped Christ the prophesied Christ and finally as the victorious Christ each chapter ends with questions that are ideal for personal or group study also included is the incomparable Christ a short companion book

They Walked with the Savior

2002

seventeenth century England was a confused world of conflicting religious thought made more complex by the
tumultuous events of the english civil wars and the interregnum under oliver cromwell puritanism a
thoroughly protestant off shoot of the reformation in england was to take centre stage in these years
coming to prominence as a direct result of the conflict that would see the execution of an english king it
is argued in the english connection that seventh day adventism established over two centuries later in
nineteenth century america can trace its roots back to this distinct form of seventeenth century english
puritanism dr ball explores the connection between puritanism and seventh day adventism by examining
doctoral tenets adopted in england such as gospel obedience and the sufficiency of scripture in this way
he dexterously proves the continuity and cohesion of puritan ideas from their growth in the early modern
world to the thriving present day community of seventh day adventists this book will appeal to those with an
academic or general interest in english puritanism and seventeenth century england as well as to all
practising adventists and members of the wider christian community intrigued by the relationship between
contemporary christian thought and traditional puritan doctrine

Your Mind Matters

2013-04-05

he changes everything do you remember the day the moment you met the son of god for the first time you know
him as your savior but do you know him as your lord your role model and your servant leader to truly know
jesus and follow his example it s essential to study and contemplate his words and the incredible aspects
of his character bestselling author randy alcorn shares brief meditations scripture readings and
inspirational quotes that help reveal the rich identity of god s son as you reflect on who jesus is and
what he s done for you you ll be encouraged to know and love him more deeply experience transformation as
you meditate on him anticipate eternal life with christ and see how that changes your perspective today god
offers you jesus a savior full of grace and truth one who is never boring but always fascinating and life
transforming are you ready to see jesus face to face as you never have before

Incomparable Christ

1989-12-01

the gospel of the christ is a clear biblical reply to the question of what a person must believe about
jesus christ to possess eternal life while christianity has historically maintained that faith in jesus
christ is essential for everlasting life this raises the vital question what is the necessary content of
this faith written against the backdrop of the controversy within free grace circles over the crossless
gospel and the contents of saving faith thomas stegall goes well beyond a carefully documented analysis of
his own movement the gospel of the christ provides a systematic exegetically based treatment of biblical
teaching on the subject of the gospel and the meaning of the title the christ the end result is a
comprehensive biblical and theological study of jesus christ s person and work in the contents of saving
faith
31 Days on the Life of Christ

2001

This package includes the entire collection of the Moody Classics set—the Confessions of St. Augustine, Hudson Taylor's Spiritual Secret, The Incomparable Christ, Orthodoxy Answers to Prayer, The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life, Power through Prayer, The Imitation of Christ, The True Vine, The Pilgrim's Progress, How to Pray, All of Grace, Born Crucified, Holiness Abridged, The Overcoming Life, The Secret of Guidance, Names of God, and Prevailing Prayer. Of all the factors influencing our spiritual growth and development, pivotal books play a key role. Learning from those who have walked the path and fought the fight brings wisdom and strengthens resolve. Hearing the familiar chords of kingdom living sung by voices from other times can penetrate cultural barriers that limit our allegiance to the King. To this end, Moody Publishers is honored to present all eighteen books of its spiritual classics series selected for their enduring influence and timeless perspective. These new editions promise to shape the lives of spiritual pilgrims for generations to come.

Le Christ incomparable

2017

A lost book from J. Oswald Sanders now re-released with a beautiful new cover. The complex strains and problems which the Christian encounters in the contemporary world find their answer not in tranquilizers or stimulants but in a correct understanding and application of scriptural principles. J. Oswald Sanders from the introduction. J. Oswald Sanders, best known for his book Spiritual Leadership, which has sold over a million copies, touched hundreds of thousands of lives in his lifetime and continues to inspire Christians today. His books, Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual Maturity, and The Incomparable Christ, are beloved and well read to this day. But there are two of his books that readers haven’t had access to in over 30 years. A Spiritual Clinic is one of them. Life wears on us. We go through seasons of fatigue, strain, and tension that take their toll, and we can easily fall into apathy. Sanders prescribes a powerful tonic of scriptural principles that lead to recovery and growth for anyone who feels worn out from their Christian life and could use a little spiritual doctoring. A Spiritual Clinic is for you.

Spiritual Maturity

2017-07-04

This set includes all three books of the J. Oswald Sanders Spiritual Growth Series: Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual Discipleship, and Spiritual Maturity. In Spiritual Leadership, J. Oswald Sanders, a Christian leader for decades and the author of more than forty books, presents the key principles of leadership in both the temporal and spiritual realms. He illustrates those principles throughout with examples from godly figures.
like moses nehemiah the apostle paul david livingstone charles spurgeon and others with more than 1 million copies sold this proven classic will help you to frame your leadership as spiritual service in spiritual discipleship sanders points out that true discipleship is more than intellectual assent to a belief in christ it involves the whole person and lifestyle this book will help you embody that truth it examines jesus teaching on what it means to follow him helping you become the kind of christian jesus wants you to be not one devised by man or even other christians for anyone who wants to be not just a believer in christ but an imitator of him this book is a treasured resource in spiritual maturity sanders explores the primary source of continual growth in three parts structured around the persons of the trinity he provides clear direction for those desiring to grow strong spiritually complete with scriptural principles for spiritual development and study questions at the end of the text this classic handbook is a timeless treasure

The Supremacy of Christ – a Bible Study of Jesus

2015-05

this tract examines a list of reasons why no one else who ever lived can compare with jesus

The English Connection

2014-10-30

discover how participating in religion or having information about jesus is not the same as knowing jesus personally there is significant difference between pursuing a personal encounter with jesus and pursuing information about jesus information alone can become heavy religious baggage information does not love forgive comfort save or heal jesus does many people desire a closer relationship with jesus of nazareth and are seeking a deeper understanding of his teaching and how they might apply to their daily life would it surprise you to know that jesus has the same desire he wants to know you love you and be part of your daily life the teachings of jesus reveal the heart of jesus as nothing else does an intriguing and inspiring book that offers invaluable lessons about living an abundant life drawn from the fascinating experiences of the author and the captivating stories about people from all walks of life who were blessed by spiritual enlightenment edwin meese iii former us attorney general ronald reagan distinguished fellow emeritus at heritage foundation an amazing book that captures the essential teachings of jesus and how to apply them as a modern day disciple this book could be titled jesus distilled if anyone is interested in learning more about the jewish carpenter of nazareth and how he changed everything i highly recommend doug burleigh s new book jim slattery lawyer businessman and former democrat congressman kansas 2nd district

Le Christ incomparable

1986-06
take time and trouble to keep yourself spiritually fit 1 tim 4 7 j b phillips translation as j oswald sanders points out true discipleship is more than intellectual assent to a belief in christ it involves the whole person and lifestyle true disciples pursue their master they know that god is watching over their faith but they also take scripture s command seriously work out your own salvation with fear and trembling for it is god who works in you they take pains by his power to look more and more like jesus this book will help you to be such a disciple it examines jesus teaching on what it means to follow him helping you become the kind of christian jesus wants you to be not one devised by man or even other christians you ll learn the profile of an ideal disciple conditions for discipleship the tests that disciples endure how disciples pray and grow the posture and practices of a disciple and more for anyone who wants to be not just a believer in christ but an imitator of him this book is a treasured resource includes questions for reflection ideal for both individual and group study

Face to Face with Jesus

2018-10-04

daily manna is a compendium of daily devotional readings designed to draw the sincere seeker closer to god on a daily basis through an insightful exposition and compelling analysis of the scriptures

The Gospel of the Christ

2009-07

the author studies what jesus believed about the inspiration and inerrancy of the old testament scriptures and how that belief should affect our view of biblical authority this book crystallizes in clear concise and correct terms the essentials of the doctrine of sin and salvation better than any other norman l geisler

Moody Classics Complete Set

2010-05-13

god most high the lord i am yhwh father of our lord jesus christ maker of heaven and earth andrew wilson explores 60 names and descriptions of the one true god weaving profound biblical insight into each short chapter and so unfolding the greatest subject our minds and hearts can ever contemplate endorsements reading this is like sucking in lungfuls of mountain air there is a craving for beauty vastness and wonder that shallow books cannot satisfy what people gasp for is god the real god the god of the bible andrew does not domesticate him trivialise him or dumb him down buy and read then read it again joel virgo bite sized chunks of great theology that will inform the mind and inspire the heart to worship tim hughes clearly written full of truth and containing a wealth of helpful illustrations this book is accessible theology
that will draw you into the worship of god

A Spiritual Clinic
2019-04-02

Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual Discipleship, Spiritual Maturity Set of 3 Sanders books
2017-07-04
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